
























 
 
 
The Preferred Ordering Methods: 
1. Use our online Shopping Cart. 
2. Simply email us at info@gore-
galore.com with any questions you may have. You can then submit payment however you see fit.  

Gore Galore 
PO Box 87 

Cynthiana, IN 47612 
PH: 812-622-0088 
FAX 309-410-2893 

E-mail: info@gore-galore.com 
www.gore-galore.com 

 

2011 Price List 

We accept: Visa, Master Card,  
AMEX, Paypal, Checks, Wire 
Transfers, and Money Orders 

 
Regularly check our website for: 
-Detailed information about each 

product. 
-Special offers 
-New products 

Our Pay Pal ID is: Sales@gore-galore.com  
3. Fax it to 309-410-2893. 
4. Or just give us a call at 812-622-0088 to place your order. 

Catalog   
# 

Name Description         Price 

COSTUMES 
Best when used with SCREAM CUBE portable audio system $549.  

Most costumes can be converted into puppets and mounted on the “CREATURE CARTS” for an additional $450 

LATEX COSTUMES  

   CS1101 Dragon Warrior 
Modular oversized creature costume. Comes complete with dragon head helmet with working jaw, hand punched hair, 
natural eye blink LEDs, shoulder pad breast plate, claw gloves, platform talon boots, loin cloth, form-fitting body suit, 
hood, instruction sheet, and video.  

$2210 
 

   CS1102 Bone Warrior 
Modular oversized creature costume. Comes complete with bone head helmet with working jaw, hand punched hair, 
natural eye blink LEDs, shoulder pad breast plate, bone gloves, platform boots, loin cloth, form-fitting  
bodysuit, hood, instruction sheet, and video.  

$2210 

 
   CS1103 Demon Warrior 

Modular oversized creature costume. Comes complete with demon head helmet with working  
jaw, hand punched hair, natural eye blink LEDs, shoulder  pad breast plate, demon gloves, platform boots, loin cloth,  
form-fitting body suit, hood, instruction sheet, and video.  

$2210 

 
CS1118 Swamp Beast 

Modular oversized creature costume. Comes complete with Swamp Beast Head helmet with working jaw, LED eyes, 
shoulder pad breast plate, claw gloves, platform talon Boots, 2 piece cloth costume, form-fitting body suit, hood, 
instruction sheet, and video.  

$2210 
 

CS1128 Deth Knight 1 
Modular oversized Medieval Costume inspired by Army of Darkness. Comes complete with skull mask, shoulder pads, 
breast plate,  back plate, gauntlets for arms and legs, fur components, loin cloth, hood, bloody severed head hanging  
on chain , and 1 WMD of your choice.  

$2210 

CS1132 Hollowman 
Modular oversized Swamp/forest Costume. Comes complete with mask, torso, arms, and legs attached to body suit,  
gloves and feet.  $2210 

LURKER COSTUMES:   All costumes flame retarded, and include stand. 

    CS1104 The Wraith 
Animal skull head, LED eyes, scythe like arms, black tattered cloak, stands 10’ tall with an arm span of over 10’, head 
looks left and right.              $2410 

    CS1105 Zombie Lurker Oversized zombie costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, includes feet, and has a working jaw.         $2410 

    CS1106 Freakenstein 
Oversized Frankenstein inspired Zombie costume. Head and arm movement is amazing., has a working  
jaw, and comes with oversized platform boots.  

       $3089 

    CS1107 Squeaker the Clown Oversized clown zombie costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, includes feet and has a working jaw.        $2410 
  CS1109 The Reaper A 10’ Grim Reaper with poseable skeleton hands, black tattered cloak, and has a working jaw.               $2410 
  CS1110 Cave Troll Oversized troll costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, includes feet, and has a working jaw.              $2410 
  CS1112 Curmudgeon Oversized creepy old man costume with hand punched hair, head turns left and right, and has a working jaw.              $2410 

  CS1115 The Creeper 
Animal skull head with LED eyes, skeletal hands, black and red tattered cloak, stands 10’ tall with an arm span  
of over 10’, head looks left and right. 

             $2410 

  CS1120 Scare  “O” Jack Scarecrow with a Jack O Lantern head and LED eyes, stands 10’ tall, head looks left and right.              $2649 
  CS1121 Tree Beast A fully articulated 10’ tall TREE puppet/costume with LED eyes.              $3100 
  CS1122 Monkey Bone Skull with tentacles hanging from lower jaw, LED eyes, skeletal hands, stands 9’ tall, and has head bob movement.              $2410 

  CS1124 Caustic Clown 
Oversized clown troll costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, and has a working jaw. 1 piece flame retardant 
costume includes stand for easy in and easy out. Being 9’ tall, it is the perfect match for Squeaker. 

             $2410 

  CS1125 Goblin Oversized goblin costume. Head and arm movement is amazing, stands 9’ tall, and has a working jaw.               $2410 

  CS1126 Swamp Hag 
Oversized swamp hag costume, slimy and ready to haunt your swamp scene. Head and arm movement is amazing, stands 
9’ tall, and has working jaw. 

             $2410 

CS1127 Cthulhu  Oversized Cthulhu costume. Slimy and ready to haunt your swamp scene. Head and arm movement is amazing,. $2410 
CS1129 Mantigma Animal skull head with LED eyes with praying mantis like arms, black and brown tattered cloak, stands 9’ tall.  $2410 
CS1130 Crustacean Oversized crustacean with crab claws costume stands 7’ tall as costume, 4’ tall on creature cart. Best on CC. $2610 
CS1131 Banshee The banshee costume, great head movement, LED eyes, and knives for fingers.   $2710 
CS1133 Gorus The bloody bull with LED eyes and spine ripping through its fur, stands 7’ tall. $2410 
CS1135 Rock Golem Let this beast rock your customers’ world.  Intended to be used with track system. $4200 
CS1136 Gas Mask Maniac Oversized gas mask killer with left/right head movement, green LED eyes, and other LEDs for detail, stands 9’ tall. $2410 
CS1137 Cletis Slackjaw Oversized inbred costume, great head movement, nasty apron and flannel costume, stands 9’ tall. $2410 
CS1139 Village Rat Oversized rat costume with head and jaw movement, stands 8’ tall. $2410 
CS1140 Rot Zombie Oversized zombie costume with head movement, stands 9’ tall. $2410 
CS1141 Mollusk Oversized mollusk costume with violent biting action jaw, stands 7’ tall as costume, 4’ tall on creature cart. Best on CC. $2610 

 



COSTUME KITS 
 These kits include everything needed to put these systems together except the shoes. 

CK1400 The Bride  
This costume comes as a complete kit inspired by the Bride of Frankenstein with a full upper body latex suit and 
several latex prosthetics, elastic straps, and with cheese cloth and muslin wrappings. You have to wrap up your  
actor using the supplies included and apply makeup and blood for your preferred effect. Fits most sizes. 

$650 

CK1401 Boiler Burn 
This costume comes as a complete kit including mask, silicone mouth prosthetic, wig, distressed costume, handheld 
weapon, makeup, and the instructions on how to finish the costume. 

$950 

CK1402 Scarecrow 
This costume comes as a complete kit including mask, silicone mouth prosthetic, dentures, hat w wig, distressed 
costume, handheld scythe weapon, gloves, makeup, and the instructions on how to finish the costume. 

$750 

CK1403 Izzabel 
This costume comes as a complete kit including mask, silicone mouth prosthetic, wig, bonnet, distressed costume, 
zombie baby doll, makeup, and the instructions on how to finish the costume. 

$750 

CK1404 Dr Trauma 
This costume comes as a complete kit including halo, silicone brain prosthetic, latex surgical mask, distressed lab coat 
and scrubs, bloody apron, rubber gloves, handheld bone saw weapon, makeup, and the instructions on how to finish  
the costume. 

$950 

CK1405 Bella Bulimia 
This costume comes as a complete kit including bald cap, dentures, silicone slashed throat and laceration prosthetics, 
latex rotted skin corset and skirt, fishnets, makeup, and the instructions on how to finish the costume. 

$850 

CK1406 Malum (EVIL) 
This costume comes as a complete kit including mask, silicone laceration prosthetics, wig, distressed costume,  
makeup, and the instructions on how to finish the costume. 

$650 

 
COSTUME UPGRADES 

CU1401 Chest-plate Upgrade 
We have created a fiberglass chest-plate that we can retrofit into any costume. It helps to distribute the weight of 
the costume across the whole chest for improved comfort over long periods of wear time. Much more comfortable.  

 
$150 

CU1402 Belt Extension This allows us to add much needed waist size to any oversized costumes. $20 

CU1403 Track Support System Any costume can be set up on a track system so the actor doesn’t have to bear the weight of the costume. $300 

CU1404 Helmet System 
Most of our costumes now come with the head mounted on a spring system rather than the helmet system we used 
before. However, if you prefer the left/right control of the helmet drive we can install it for you for an additional fee. 

$150 

CU1405 Cable Support System Any costume can be set up on a cable system so the actor doesn’t have to bear the weight of the costume. $199 

CSCC Creature Cart 
We can convert most any one of our characters from a costume into a cart mounted puppet. This allows most 
anyone to use it without worry of injury or getting tired. They just stand and operate it from behind.  

$450 

 

NECK BITER  PUPPETS 
 
   NB1301 

Toad Biter  
An actor operated hand puppet that rides the actor by grabbing around his neck and waist. The actor makes 
it appear to be devouring his/her neck or trying to jump off the actor and attack customers.  

            $659 

   
NB1302 

Bird Biter 
An actor operated hand puppet that rides the actor by grabbing around his neck and waist. The actor makes 
it appear to be devouring his/her neck or trying to jump off the actor and attack customers. 

            $659 

      
   NB1303 

Baboon Biter  
An actor operated hand puppet that rides the actor by grabbing around his neck and waist. The actor makes 
it appear to be devouring his/her neck or trying to jump off the actor and attack customers.  

            $659 

      
   NB1304 

Clown Biter  
An actor operated hand puppet that rides the actor by grabbing around his neck and waist. The actor makes 
it appear to be devouring his/her neck or trying to jump off the actor and attack customers. 

            $659 

     
   NB1305 

Gargoyle Biter  
An actor operated hand puppet that rides the actor by grabbing around his neck and waist. The actor makes 
it appear to be devouring his/her neck or trying to jump off the actor and attack customers.  

            $659 

   NB#KK Kritter Krate Neck Biter in a box and trying to escape as a queue-line puppet with realistic fake arm.               $659 

 
MY PET ZOMBIES 

Life-size poseable zombies, splits at the torso, comes with laser cut bases. Costuming options are limitless. 
MPZ1300     Zombie Horde 10 zombies of your choice including shipping at no charge (a $300 value)  $4700 
MPZ1301     Hangman Zombie Well, he’s just hangin’ around. $475 
MPZ1302     Barf Zombie Life-Size poseable zombie with an upset stomach.  $475  
MPZ1303     Tongue Lashing       He will talk your ear off if you are not careful, and then eat it. $475  
MPZ1304     Pop-Eye Zombie He eats his spinach. $475  
MPZ1305     Shotgun Zombie Zombie with his brains blown out. $475  
MPZ1306 Shut your Mouth Zombie with eyes gouged out and mouth sewn shut.  $475 
MPZ1307 Richard Neck Bizzness guy zombie.  $475 
MPZ1308 Mr Squishy Bottoms Back from a watery grave! $475 
MPZ1309 Fleshrot The official Fleshrot who hungers for BRAINS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! $475 
MPZ1310 Crispy Christie Female zombie burnt to a crisp. $475 
MPZ1311 Burnt Ernie Male zombie burnt to a crisp. $475 
MPZ1312 Creep Just plain creepy. $475 
MPZ1313 Bill Glutony Complete with bloody apron and meat clever. $475 
MPZ1314 Rotten Ronnie Decayed and rotten just the way you like it. $475 
MPZ1315 Ol Nasty Clown This nasty old clown makes John Wayne Gacy look like a boy scout. $475 
MPZ1316 Brain Biter I want brainsssssssssss! $475 
MPZ1317 Brainless Brad Removable cranium and exposed bloody brain. $475 
MPZ1318 El Zombo Wide open eyes and mouth, better to see and bite you with. $475 
MPZ1319 Onryo The name means resentful spirit. Female zombie dressed in nightgown with bare feet. $475 
MPZ1320 Decapitated Dan Decapitated zombie. He may be headless, but he is ready to party. $475 
MPZ1321 Pierce Sr. He may only be Freddy’s cousin but he is just as dangerous. $475 
 MPZ1322 Sea Monster Exclusive “Sea Monster” character as featured in the film “Hellaphone”. $475 
 MPZ1323 Possessed Female possessed zombie. You certainly can’t say nobody is home. $475 
 MPZ1324 Deathanie Mutilated female zombie. She may not have been through a meat grinder but she looks like it. $475 
 MPZ1325 Angry Chicken Decapitated zombie in a chicken costume $550 
MPZ1327 Kafka Mutated doctor from an experiment gone wrong. Head from Lubatti Designs $550 



MPZ1328 Fu Manchu Zombie with a Fu Manchu mustache. $475 
MPZ1329 Twisted Chris Zombie with neck broken and facing back in straight jacket and sporting a mullet. $475 
MPZ1330 Chained Insanity Female zombie in straight jacket, chained and angry . $475 

 
ZOMBIE DRAGGERS 

  MPZ#DR Dragger All zombies available as ½ zombie dragger with hanging intestines.  $349 

 
BUNRAKBOO PUPPETRY ILLUSIONS 

We now offer all of our zombies as actor controlled life-sized puppets. Based on the 16th century Japanese art of Bunraku puppetry 

MPZ#BUN 
Bunrakboo Puppet Supported by chest mounted armature and operated by rods and foot bracket extensions. Works great with  

Scream Cube for that added punch. Use with the velvet suit and your actor will completely disappear. 
 $1199 

 
ANIMATIONS 

A611 
Freaktank A futuristic cryogenic chamber, containing a freakish Siamese twin, floating in suspended animation. Corpse prop 

suspended from slow spinning motor platform. Comes complete with fog machine and police beacon. 
  $2100 

A612 Goat Head Actor operated pneumatic giant goat head mounted on a track with audio control capable of biting at your customers.   $3500 
A614 PA System Fender Squire PA system for Goat Head $300 
A613 Slam Down Actor operated super noise maker.  Must be placed behind a kick wall or barrier. $650 

 
 
 

WALL DECORATIONS 
Add red LED eyes for $10 other colors for $15,  

Add Red LED eye FX for $20, other colors for $22. many led colors available (red, yellow, green, blue, white, purple)  
ASD101 Giant Skull Flat backed 3’ tall skull for facades  $450 
ASD102 Screaming Skulls Screaming skulls panel flat backed foam scenic details $55 
ASD103 Skull Plaque Skull mounted on a plaque available with LED eyes $45 
ASD105 Small Skull Small foam skull intended to be used around door ways and windows in multiples $14/ 10 for $100 
ASD110 Demon  Demon flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $30 
ASD111 Possessed Possessed female flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $45 
ASD112 RIP Skull and crossbones flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $55 
ASD113 Letum Rex Crowned ½ skull flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $25 
ASD114 Leviathan Horned skull flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $60 
ASD115 Satyr Horned woodland beast Flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $45 
ASD116 Death Grim reaper flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $45 
ASD117 Reaper Bowl Reaper holding bowl flat backed foam wall decoration available with LED eyes $60 
ASD118 Gargoyle set 3 dimensional matching set of gargoyles foam scenic details available with LED eyes   $150 
ASD119 Wraith Screaming specter flat backed foam scenic details available with LED eyes $60 

 ASD120 Troll Troll face flat backed foam scenic details available with LED eyes $55 
 ASD121 Evil Ent 1 Large tree face flat backed foam scenic details available with LED eyes $80 
 ASD122 Evil Ent 2 Medium tree face flat backed foam scenic details available with LED eyes $70 
 ASD123 Demon Fountain Demon mounted on a foam fountain flat backed foam scenic details available with LED eyes $80 
 ASD124 Angel of Death Skull with multiple lower jaws. flat backed foam scenic details available with LED eyes $55 
 ASD125 V-form Rock Panel 2x4 vacuform interlocking rock wall panel. Perfect for sewer or gothic rock walls in cemetery scenic displays $40 
 ASD126 Tongue frame Foam 11 x 14 tongue frame intended for 11 x 14 prints or changing portraits $55 
 ASD127 Top Hat Ghost A very Disneyesque wall hanging available with LED eyes $80 
 ASD128 Bat Boy A 3’ wide wall hanging humanoid bat head with wings available with LED eyes $90 

 
WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION (ACTOR PROPS) 

Ours aren’t real either. Latex and foam hand held actor weapons 
 WMD1202 Bone Sword Heavy duty foam actor hand-held bone sword.               $125 
 WMD1203 Bone Cleaver Heavy duty foam actor hand-held bone meat cleaver.               $85 
 WMD1204 Bone Machete Heavy duty foam actor hand-held bone machete.               $110 
 WMD1205 Bone Hatchet Heavy duty foam actor hand-held bone hatchet.                $80 
 WMD1206 Bone Axe Heavy duty foam actor hand-held bone axe.                $100 
 WMD1207 Big “O” Pipe Heavy duty foam actor hand-held big “O” rusty pipe.                $75 
WMD1208 Scythe Heavy duty foam actor hand-held scarecrow’s big and nasty scythe.               $135 
WMD1209 3’ Pipe Wrench Heavy duty foam actor hand-held 3’ pipe wrench.               $99 
WMD1211 Bone Saw Heavy duty foam actor hand-held Dr.’s big and nasty bone saw.               $125 

 

 WMD1212 Hatchet Heavy duty foam actor hand-held hatchet.                $25 
 WMD1213 Zombie Arm Handheld actor prop which allows actor to touch customer while keeping both parties safe.                $99 

 
CADAVERAMA 

C201     Chester Life-size latex & polyfoam corpse   (5’7”) Emaciated, with gaping mouth, facing right.. $323 
C202     Lester Life-size latex & polyfoam corpse   (5’6”)  A real meat & potatoes kind of guy. $335 
C203     Blubbo Life-size latex & polyfoam corpse (5’9”) Disgusting & obese with veins covering his body.  $371 
C204     Ben The Bog Man Life-size latex and polyfoam corpse in a fetal position. Inspired by a real “Bog Mummy”. $371 
C205     The Mummy Life-size latex & polyfoam corpse   (5’8”) Emaciated mummy with excellent details. $323 
C207     Icky Nikki Life-size latex and polyfoam ½ corpse. Female with arms tied above head torture-style.  $220 
C225     Skinned Alive Bloody skin  of a corpse hanging on a rusty meat hook and chain. 5 skins to choose from. $199 

C225vig      Skinned Alive Vig 3 bloody skins and a severed head of your choice, all mounted on meat hooks. $597 



C226     Gnarly Natalie Flat backed blank female decapitated corpse that can be customized in many different ways.  $650 

HEADS OUT THE WAZOO 
H402 Bob Reminiscent of beef jerky $60 
H403 Dick Dukay Lovingly like leather $60 
H410 Pierce Jr. New style flayed severed head with fish hooks and chains $70 
H414 Shelly Female Head with wig      hair color and style may vary $70 
H425 Jawless Jane Female head with lower jaw ripped away.    hair color and style may vary $70 
H426 Dead Head Rotten nasty emaciated severed head $70 
H427 Stephanie head Mutilated severed head for those who love gore   $115 
H430    Bolts and chains Gory female severed head with bolts in the eyes and chains in the mouth   $115 
H431    Ancient Ancient dead female severed head $60 

 
GORY DETAILS 

GD1401 Bucky Guts Flat backed latex internal organ’s           $55 
GD1403 8’ Intestines 8’ length of latex intestine         $45 
GD1404 Severed ears Bloody severed ear         $5 
GD1406 Bone Barrel topper Blood and bone foam panel that is placed on top of an empty drum and makes it appear to be full of gore         $145 
GD1407 Floater Barrel Topper Foam panel that is placed on top of an empty drum and makes it appear to be a man drowning in tar, or blood         $130 
GD1417 Livestock Barrel Topper Blood and bone livestock foam panel placed on top of an empty drum so it appears to be full of gore         $175 
GD1408 Gore Pile Pile of gore you throw on the floor. Easy way to gore up a scene.         $145 
GD1409 Bag “O” Gore 2lb bag of gore for detailing of scenes         $20 
GD1410 Toe Jam Gore Tray Severed foot on a food service tray         $25 
GD1411 Finger Food Gore Tray Severed hand on a food service tray         $25 

GD1412 
Flesh Rollups  
Gore Tray 

1 lb of flesh on a food service tray 
        $15 

GD1413 Brain Food Gore Tray Bloody brain on a food service tray         $30 
GD1419 Super Gore Tray Package A set of all five gore trays         $90 

MPZ#ZHP Zombie head plaque Zombie head of your choice mounted on a wooden plaque         $145 
MPZ#ZHPH Zombie head w hands plaque Zombie head of your choice with hands to hold the weapon it was killed with, mounted on a wooden plaque         $175 
MPZ#ZHB Zombie head bookends  Zombie head of your choice split in half and mounted on 2 wooden bookends         $175 
MPZ#ZH Zombie Head Your choice of My Pet Zombie head decapitated and sold separately. Be careful, it may still be moving         $115 
#DOPE Dope on a Rope We can take any one of our severed heads or My Pet Zombie heads and mount on a rope handle as an actor 

prop 
        $135 

     #MTRHD Motor Head 
This motorized prop runs at 5rpm with any one of our severed heads or My Pet Zombie heads, suspended  
on hooks and chains. Any other head can also be used, but mounted on a rusty meat hook.  

 
          $145 

#MTHD Meathead  Your choice of severed or My Pet Zombie head skewered on a large meat hook with gross danglies.           $135 
GD1418 Biter Plaque Neck biter head of your choice mounted on a wooden plaque         $145 
GD1405 Face Plaque A skinned face mounted on a wooden plaque. We can use any face of zombie or corpse.         $55 
GD1420 Severed Arm Severed arm L or R flat on the back         $60 
GD1421 Severed Leg Severed leg L or R flat on back         $70 

 
COSTUME SANITIZER 

Green friendly Enzyme based costume sanitizer that really works on costumes you don’t want to wash very frequently. Just spray it on and let it dry.  Concentrated formula 
SAN16oz Spray Bottle Costume sanitizer that really works concentrated formula          $9 

SAN1/2gal ½ gallon GFO Costume sanitizer that really works concentrated formula          $12 
SAN1/2galsb ½ Gallon GFO w spray bottle Costume sanitizer that really works concentrated formula          $18 

SANgal Gallon GFO  Costume sanitizer that really works concentrated formula          $25 
SANgalsb Gallon GFO w spray bottle Costume sanitizer that really works concentrated formula          $28 

 
MISC 

MSC704 Corpsification Kit A materials kit with all the materials and information you need to build your own repulsive corpse         $45 

MSC709 Scream Cube 
Battery operated portable multi-track MP3 based extremely loud sound system intended to be used with our  
oversized costumes. Makes a serious auditory impact. Highly recommended for all our costumes, Bunrakboo 
Puppets, and Creature Carts. Comes with free ear plugs for the actor. He will need them. 

        $549 

MSC714 Gallon of Latex 1 gallon of natural latex         $32 
MSC715 Gallon of Corpsa-tex 1 gallon of flesh colored latex         $35 
MSC716 2 lbs Corpsa-Batting 2 lbs of Gore Galore’s exclusive raw, unbleached cotton batting         $10 
MSC727 Meat hook and chain Oversized rusty meat hook with length of chain. - same as used with our skinned alive and meathead         $15 

MSC729  
Velvet Suit and hood Custom made black velvet body suit with built in hands and fitted hood. Highly recommended to help your actor 

disappear behind the Bunrakboo Puppet, and Creature Carts 
   $100 

MSC730 Spandex Suit and hood Custom made black or brown body suit with fitted hood.   $64 
MSC734      LED eyes Red LED eyes $10, yellow, blue, green, white, purple are $15. All come with 18” leads and 9 volt battery terminal      $10/$15 

MSC740      LED eye FX 
Red LED eye fx $20.  Yellow, blue, green, white, purple $25. 9 volt battery terminal. 6 functions: random  
eye blink, strobe, fade, strobing and fading, fade strobe fade, and constant on 

      $20/$25 

 

UNDEAD APPAREL 
MSC717 Frank Face t-shirt Gore Galore’s Logo T-shirt. Frankenstein Zombie head chewing on a Gore Galore Bone         $15 
MSC718 Frank Dickies shirt Gore Galore’s new Logo Dickies shirt.         $30 
MSC738 Wraith t-shirt Gore Galore’s new Wraith character T-shirt. Black print on tan t-shirt         $15 
MSC739 Popeye t- shirt Gore Galore’s new Popeye character T-shirt. Blood red print on tan t-shirt         $15 
MSC728 Gore Keychain Everybody loves Gore. A laser cut stainless steel key chain that reads “GORE”         $5 
MSC741 Gore Watch A watch with the gore galore logo on the face         $20 



www.HalloweenMusicGalore.com 
 

Our SOG collection has been reviewed as some of the best sound effects available on the market. 
HM801 Clive Manor A gothic soundscape CD perfect for any haunt - one hour $13.99 
HM802 Midnight Circus A Macabre Circus CD – one hour $13.99 
HM816 Dark Matter A low frequency science fiction nightmare $13.99 
HM818 Darkness 7 tracks of great dark sound effects $13.99 
HM842 Dementia Spooky stuff  $13.99 
HM819 Organum Effectus The perfect Pipe Organ music sound effects CD  $13.99 
HM823 Organum ONLY pipe organ music. It is perfect for your grim organist effect.  $13.99 
HM825 Sounds of Gore Vol 1 Meat Locker: One 60 minute track of flies and chains. $13.99 
HM826 Sounds of Gore Vol 2 

 
Industrial Terror: One 60 minute track of grinding motors, chains, 
gears, and other industrial sounds with an ominous edge. 

$13.99 

HM827 Sounds of Gore Vol 3 Spectral Nightmare: One 60 minute track of spooky  
Groans and howling winds.  

$13.99 

HM830 Sounds of Gore Vol 4 The Cave: One 60 minute track of the sounds of a cave.  $13.99 
HM831 Sounds of Gore Vol 5 Cemetery of Unrest: One 60 minute track of souls of the past  

calling out from this haunted graveyard.  
$13.99 

HM832 Sounds of Gore Vol 6 Sanitarium: One 60 minute track of screams, crying, and maniacal 
laughter of the criminally insane. 

$13.99 

HM833 Sounds of Gore Vol 7 Angry Skies: One 60 minute track of thunder with rain. Perfect for use 
with color organs and thunder and lightening machines. 

$13.99 

HM834 Sounds of Gore Vol 8 The Laboratory: One 60 minute track of experiments of re-animation 
running amuck with sparks flying and electrodes buzzing. 

$13.99 

HM835 Sounds of Gore Vol 9 Night Creatures One 60 minute track of attacks and growls of  
fearsome night creatures. 

$13.99 

HM836 Sounds of Gore Vol 10 Playtime: One 60 minute track of eerie screams and laughter of  
children. 

$13.99 

HM837 Sounds of Gore Vol 11 Pig Pit: One 60 minute track of pigs grunting and feeding frenzy $13.99 
HM838 Sounds of Gore Vol 12 Demonic Whispers: One 60 minute track of the whispers of demons  

and lost souls. 
$13.99 

HM839 Sounds of Gore Vol 13 Zombie Attack: One 60 minute track of the relentless attacks and 
feeding frenzy of the dead. 

$13.99 

HM840 Sounds of Gore Vol 14 Creepy Crawlies: One 60 minute track of bugs. Lots of bugs. $13.99 
HM844 Sounds of Gore Vol 15 Circus of Freaks: One 60 minute track of a spooky twisted circus. $13.99 
HM851 Sounds of Gore Vol 16 Dark Apocalypse: One 60 minute track of air-raid sirens and chaos. $13.99 
HM845 SOG Compilation SOG Compilation: 5 minutes of each volume from SOG 1 to 15 $13.99 

 
CDs are shipped US mail $2 each with delivery confirmation 

 
 

-We reserve the right to alter our products as we deem necessary. -Prices are subject to change without notice. 
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